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has an explicit requirement of the date of the meeting. Do you
recommend ignoring the date or trying to get it to work? In this particular
case, the meeting has explicit dates, but the optional "This session will
not start" checkbox would reduce all dates to zero, so it seems like a
go/no-go decision. On another note, the "Restore all meetings at the end
of the day" checkbox does not seem to be working for me. You need to
have a date in the title of a meeting. A no-show will not be "rescheduled".
The link will look like this if you check the "Schedule meetings as desired"
and the meeting you want to reschedule is currently scheduled for today.
To do this, you can create a title for the meeting where the date is
yesterday's date. The title looks like "Yesterday at 3:30pm" This is how it
looks with the meeting title, not sure if you had this before.Q: Is it
possible to dynamically add and attach a subclass to an Ember.View? Say
I have a control that looks something like this: App.MyControl =
Ember.View.extend({ templateName: 'control' }); Suppose further that I
have lots of instances of this control, and I want each of them to look and
behave differently. There's a common pattern which I know how to do if I
am adding new controls directly to the template of the view:
App.MyControl = Ember.View.extend({ templateName: 'control'
classNames: ['something'] }); But how about when the template is
defined in the view? Something like this? App.MyControl =
Ember.View.extend({ templateName: 'control' classNames: function() {
var name = this.get('isA'), isB = false; return'something' + (isB? 'B' : ''); }
}); The idea being that isA is a flag telling you if it's the first instance or
not. Now, I know that this is a bit of a hack
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This is a little special version of
Tournament.Scheduler.Pro.6.1.with.Serial, in which the scheduler

schedules both tournaments and individual games. It is not an official
version of Tournament.Scheduler.Pro.6.1.with.Serial, and is not

recommended for use unless you know exactly what you're doing (and
are willing to risk corrupting your precious data in the process). This is a

little special version of Tournament.Scheduler.Pro.6.1.with.Serial, in
which the scheduler schedules both tournaments and individual games. It
is not an official version of Tournament.Scheduler.Pro.6.1.with.Serial, and
is not recommended for use unless you know exactly what you're doing

(and are willing to risk corrupting your precious data in the process).
When used with Tournament.Scheduler.Pro.6.0 or any pre-event version

of Tournament.Scheduler.Pro.6.1,
Tournament.Scheduler.Pro.6.1.with.Serial will set the following defaults

(including for subsequent use with Tournament.Scheduler.Pro.6.0):
Cancellation dates: Choose any date that you want to use as your

"default" cancellation date, unless you are scheduling a tournament with
a fixed end date. You must ensure that the date you specify is not

already reserved, as the scheduler will not allow you to start a
tournament with a second try. Start dates: Choose any date that you

want to use as your "default" start date. You must ensure that the date
you specify is not already reserved, as the scheduler will not allow you to

start a tournament with a second try. Price: Choose any price for a
tournament. You must ensure that the price you specify is not already
reserved, as the scheduler will not allow you to set a price greater than
the price set by a previous scheduler. (Note that you can always change
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the price of an existing scheduled tournament, but you can never
increase the price of an unreserved tournament.) Choose any price for an

individual game. You must ensure that the price you specify is not
already reserved, as the scheduler will not allow you to set a price

greater than the price set by a previous scheduler. (Note that you can
always change the price of an existing scheduled game, but you can
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